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The qtestions are of equal ualue

UNTTI

1. Derive t]:e "'"alysis. of varia:rce.of. one-way
classilied data with equal number of obsewations
under fixed effect model.

OR

2. Compare between the fixed effects linear models
ernd the random effects linear models under
one-way classilied data.
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UNI,I\_II

3. In the desigtr of experiment, prove that replication
gives more accurate decision.

OR

Explain how the needs of concomitant variables
corne up in the design of experiment. Write its
model and ANOCOVA table.

UNIT_III
r y'rite a layout of an RBD having 5 treatments in
4 blocks, using random numbers.

OR

Find all the sum of squares required for ANOVA
table of an RBD with their degrees of freedom.

UNrc_IV

Write the advantages of factorial experiment.
Explain why the control units are required.

?.

OR

a. Ir.t y;i =l-r+pi +kj +tL +e,7be the fixed effects
linear model of an LSD of order 4; i. j, k = 7,2, 3, 4
where y;;, lL, pp ki, ry and, e;i are the observations
in the (r, j)th cell of the LSD, the general mean,
the rth row effect, the .;rth column effect, the kth
treatment effect and the random error of gii
respectively. Explain why the left-hand side and
the right-hand side of the model have 42 and 4s
observations respectively.
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UNIT_V
. 9. Explain when d-control chart is necessar5r. Write

both tlle cases for the standard value of p, given
and not given.

1(). Explain when R-control,chart is necessar5r. Write
both the cases for the standard value ofR, given
and not given.

***
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STATISTICS

EIGHTH PAPER

( ANOVA, Design of Experlmeat and SeC I

( pnnr : A-oBJECTTVE )

( Marks: 20 )

The figures in the margin indicate full marks for the questions

SECTIoN-A

( Marks: 5 |

Put a Tick (/) mark against the correct answer in the
brackets provided for it : 1x5=5

1. In an ANOVA table, for calculating F, error mean
sum of squares is taken as denominator, because

/a/ it is exactly smaller than other mean sum of
squares ( )

/b/ it is always smaller than other mean sum of
squares ( )

/c/ it is never smaller than other mean sum of
squares ( )

(d) it is greater than other mean sum of
squares ( )
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2. ln a linear model, aii = tt + oi + 0j + \Qi + e;i, a
concomitant variable can be associatbd wilh

(a) p ( )

(b) ai ( )

(c) 9i ( )

(d) hi ( )

3. In a CRD with 3 treatments such that the first
treatment replicates 2, the second treatment
replicates 3, the ANOVA table has 5 error degrees of
freedom, the third treatment replicates

(a) 1 ( 
)

(b) 2 ( )

(c) 3 ( )

(d) 4 ( )

4. Factorial experiment is mainly for

/a/ decreasing error components ( )

(b/ allowing more number of effects in testing
of the significance without increasing the
number of plots ( )

(c) compensating to analyse the data
easily ( )

(d/ None of the above ( )
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5, In a control chart of mean (x)

(a) it UCL is negative, it is substituted with
zero ( )

(b) if mean is negative, it is substituted with
zero ( )

(c) if LCL is negative, it is substituted with
zero ( )

/d/ None of the above ( )
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SECTIoN-B

(Marks: 15 )

Answer the following questions : 3x5=15

1. Explain mixed linear effects models.
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2. Write a note .on local control, concerning the soil of
the experimental lield.
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3. Partition the total SS of an RBD into TrSS, BSS
and ESS.
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4. In a 23-factorial experiment with the factors A, B
andC, prove thatA=4t"-tt(b+t)(c+1), where r

r2'
is the replication of each treatment-combination.
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5. Describe C-chart.
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